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is in our hands
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                        “Expanscience is seventy years old and still has the energy needed to reinvent itself and do more for health. Our purpose is to help individuals shape their well-being, with the requirement to protect the planet and the goal of having an increasingly positive impact on society with each passing day.”



                        Jean-Paul Berthomé


                            President of Laboratoires Expanscience
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            Take care of your skin daily
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            Offer the best of nature to the cosmetics industry

        
    







        

    





    
            Our emblematic brands


 


Mustela is our flagship brand that provides natural-origin skincare for the entire family, starting at birth. Babo Botanicals supports families every step of the way.
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                    impACT,

our CSR strategy to 2030


 


As a B Corp, we want to contribute to a better world.


Our ambition for tomorrow with impACT? To become a positive and regenerative impact company.


Learn more about impACT
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